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August, 2022

To: Members of the Buffalo Board of Education, faculty, staff, administrators, parents,

students and community members

From: The Executive Board of the Buffalo Parent Teacher Organization

We fully support the work of the Department of Culturally and Linguistically Responsive

Initiatives (CLRI) under the direction of Dr. Fatima Morrell. The department’s work to

infuse culturally and linguistically responsive curriculum in our K-12 schools strengthens

our District and our community as we pull together to combat prejudice and hatred directed

towards our Black and Brown families. This award winning work is designed to uplift our

students, building leadership and citizenship through pride of place and knowledge of our

shared, true history. However, in our work with parents and community members, we are

disturbed by language and communications we have received that promote a culture of

exclusion, bigotry, and violence. Some of this white nationalist rhetoric originates outside

our District while some, sadly, appears to be nestled within.

At the national level, school districts are combating state and local laws that limit

curriculum, remove long standing award winning literature, target gay and trans students,

and pit citizens against each other. We call upon Congress, statehouses, and school boards

to reject the political manipulation of our schools and to protect the rights of all young

people to access the books and the curriculum they need and deserve. Many of the groups

rallying to restrict curriculum appear to be homegrown but in fact, are covertly funded by

national organizations that operate with a larger agenda and do not speak for the

communities they claim to represent. The Buffalo Parent Teacher Organization stands with

the Buffalo Public School District in rejecting organized hatred and misleading rhetoric

around Children’s and Young Adult literature and restricting language or curriculum meant

to be inclusive and accepting of others, regardless of gender, race, sexual orientation,

culture, and/or home language.

We are proud of the cutting edge strides the District has made towards inclusion, the

infusion of hard history, and cultural competency and will continue to champion the

Emmancipation curriculum and the Department of CLRI as we enter the 2022-23 school

year. We hope that parents and community members will join us in our enthusiastic support

of our District and our programming.

The mission of the Buffalo Parent Teacher Organization is to initiate, support, advocate for and

recognize positive projects, programs and accomplishments of the students and schools.
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